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l,A,BSTRACT 
Measurement of the minority-carrier lifetime in the quasi-neutral regions of 
PN junction diodes is useful to fully understand and characterize their operation. 
Numerous measurement methods have been devised over the years to aid in the 
deter111ination of this parameter, including Reverse-Step Recovery (RSR), Open-
Circuit Voltage Decay (OCVD) and most recently, Short-Circuit Current Decay 
(SCCD). All of these techniques are based on the observation of diode current or 
voltage transient characteristics. The RSR and OCVD techniques were developed 
for use with germanium-based devices. However, when these meth~ds are applied 
to silicon-based devices, the mobile charge stored within the space-charge region 
(SCR) contributes significantly to the observed transient, thus introducing 
inaccuracies when deter1aaining the lifetime in the quasi-neutral regions. In the 
SCCD method, however, mobile charge is swept from the SCR in less than -10pS, 
which is much less than the discharge times associated with the quasi-neutral regions 
· and, thus, has negligible effect on the observed transient 
To date, four circuits have been proposed in the literature to measure the 
SCCD transient. Sin;iply stated, these circuits either do not work, are inaccurate, or 
are impractical to build and use. In this thesis, we present a new circuit (utilizing a 
high-speed JFET switching element) and computer-controlled testing facility, which 
1 
is capable of accurately measuring lifetimes down to lOOnS and is very simple to 
build and· use. 
This thesis provides a historical review of lifetime measurement methods, an 
analysis of the detailed physical operation of the measurement method, an analysis 
of the shortcomings of the existing measurement circuits, a description of the design 
and construction of the new circuit and test facility, use of the facility to study the 
SCCD characteristics of various discrete and integrated circuit PN junction diodes, 
{ 
. ._c; 
and a comparison of the results with the RSR and OCVD methods. 
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2. OUTLINE OF l]IESIS 
This thesis is divided into 13 sections: Sections 1, 2, and 3 contain an absttict, 
this outline, and a brief introduction, respectively. Section 4 is a historical review of 
the physical operation of the PN junction diode, as it applies to the measurement of 
minority-carrier lifetime. This section also covers three popular methods of 
determining lifetime by the measuring of diode transient responses. A mathematical 
treatment of short-circuit current decay theory is addressed in Section 5. These 
results are then used to predict the actual measured transient response of the device. 
Section 6 discusses various circuits which have been developed to measure short-
circuit current decay transient characteristics, along with their shortcomings. A new 
circuit which overcomes these shortcomings is then presented. An automated test 
facility, using the new circuit, is also described. A brief discussion of the software 
necessary to drive the automated test facility is presented in Section 7. The test 
facility is used to deter111ine the minority-carrier lifetime of various discrete and 
integrated circuit PN junctions. These results are presented in Section 8. In Section 
9 a comparison is made between the aforementioned short-circuit current decay 
results, and the other measurement methods. Sections 10, 11, and 12 contain a 
summary and concluding statements regarding this work, a list of references, and an 
'iJ 
appendix, respectively. Section 13 contains personal information about the author. 
3 
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3, INtKODUcl'ION 
Modem electronics is built upon the foundation of 
a well-established 
semiconductor technology which has ultimately resulted
 . in the silicon integrated 
I 
circuit (IC) chip. Because of the interplay between devices, networks
 and systems 
in integrated circuits, it is important for the electrical e
ngineer to understand the 
basic physical operation of such devices. In this thesis, w
e confine our focus to one 
small, but important area necessary for such an un
derstanding, namely, the 
measurement of minority-carrier lifetime. 
The measurement of minority-carrier lifetime in the qua
si-neutral regions of 
PN junction diodes is necessary to fully understand their operation
. In a 
state-of-the-art IC production facility, such as the one at 
AT&T Microelectronics/ 
Bell Laboratories, Reading, PA, a knowledge of minority-
carrier lifetime has several 
practical consequences. First, this parameter is 
useful in monitoring the 
manufacturing process for heavy-metal ion contaminatio
n. Heavy-metal ions, such 
as iron (Fe) or gold (Au) can contaminate diffusion furnaces or w
afer cleaning 
operations. In IC devices these metal ions can act as rec
ombination centers which 
significantly affect the minority-carrier lifetime in the silic
on, thus, a regular monitor 
of this parameter provides a valuable process control. 
Second, a knowledge of 
minority-carrier lifetime is useful in the design of devices
 in which switching speed 
4 
0 
I\ 
\ 
or transient response is an important consideration, since these electrical 
characteristics are directly related to lifetime. Third, minority-carriCr lifetime can 
also be an important part of computer models for device electrical simulations. 
These models are necessary for the circuit designer to accurately simulate the 
performance of a circuit design before committing it to silicon. These are just a few 
of the more practical applications involving a knowledge of minority-carrier lifetime. 
We begin our study with a brief summary of PN junction diode operation, 
followed by a review of some of the more popular minority-carrier lifetime 
measurement techniques. 
5 
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4, HISTORICAL REVIEW 
4.1 Semiconductor PN Junction Diodes 
Before beginning a discussion of some of the methods used to measure 
minority-carrier lifetime, it would be appropriate to briefly summarize the physical 
operation of a PN junction diode. This summary will be limited to areas pertinent 
to a discussion of lifetime. 
Figure 4.1 illustrates a graphical representation of a simple step junction, 
including an energy band diagram, and space-charge distribution. When the PN 
junction is formed, holes from the p-side will diffuse to the n-side due to the large 
concentration gradient at the junction. Similarly, electrons from the n-side will 
diffuse to the p-side. An electric field is established by the uncompensated donor 
and acceptor ions left behind by the diffusion of electrons and holes ( these ions make 
up the space-charge region (SCR) shown in the figure). This electric field is in the 
direction to counterbalance the diffusive tendency of carriers. Under thermal 
equilibrium, the drift of carriers is exactly equal to the diffusion of carriers, so that 
the net carrier flow is zero. The bending of the conduction and valence bands shown 
in Figure 4.1 represent a potential barrier to any carrier movement (i.e. current flow) 
across the junction. 
6 
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FIGURE 4.1 The PN junction diode: (a) device cross-sectional view~ (b) 
energy band diagram, and ( c) space-charge distribution. 
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When an external voltage source is connected across the PN junction diode, 
the thermal equilibrium is disturbed and a current will flow in, the semiconductor. 
For small values of current, the resistance of the SCR is so much higher than that 
of the quasi-neutral regions that the potential drops in the latter are negligible in 
comparison with the former. As a result the external voltage can be thought of as 
being directly across the SCR. Under forward bias, the applied voltage reduces the 
0 
potential barrier of the PN junction depicted in Figure 4.1. The barrier lowering 
enhances electron diffusion,;, from the n-side to p-side and hole diffusion from p-side 
to n-side. In other words, electrons are injected into the p-side and holes are 
injected into the n-side. 
We first consider the behavior of carriers in the quasi-neutral n-side of the 
junction with injected holes. An electric field is established momentarily by the 
positive charge associated with the injected excess holes. This field draws in excess 
electrons from the external circuit, which neutralize, via recombination, the injected 
holes and reestablish the neutrality. A similar situation occurs with the injected 
electrons on the p-side of the junction. The injected minority carriers are the 
controlling force in the forward-biased PN junction. The majority carriers are passive 
and their function is just to neutralize the field introduced by the injected minority 
carriers. Thus, minority-carrier current is continuously transferred into a majority-
carrier current via electron-hole pair recombination in the quasi-neutral regions of 
8 
• 
the device. The total current flowing at any particular point in the device is simply 
equal to the sum of the minority-carrier component and the majority-carrier 
component at that point. This is graphically illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
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FIGURE 4.2 The forward-biased PN junction: (a) minority-carrier 
distributions, and (b) electron and hole currents. 
A rigorous mathematical analysis of the physical operation of the diode is not 
9 
within the scope of this thesis. Thus, in summary, the fundamental equations 
governing the 1-V-t characteristics of a PN junction diode (espe~ally those pertinent 
to a discussion of minority-carrier lifetime) are as follows: The minority-carrier hole 
and electron distributions in the diode can be expressed as, 
Pn=Pno+Pnoe 
(1) 
and, 
,I (2) 
where p00 and ~ are the equilibrium minority-carrier concentrations in the quasi-
neutral n-regions and p-regions, respectively, V is the applied voltage, V1 is the 
thermal voltage, 1,, and ~ are the diffusion lengths for holes and electrons, 
respectively, and can be expressed as, 
(3) 
where r P and r n are the hole and electron minority-carrier lifetimes, respectively, DP 
and D0 are the hole and electron diffusion coefficients, respectively. The
 rate of 
10 
change of minority-carrier concentrations with respect to time is described by the 
Continuity Equation which is, 
aA.pn fP ~Pn ~Pn 
------=D +---ot p ox2 ,: p 
(4) and 
where Apn and Au., are the excess minority-carrier holes and electrons, respectively, 
(i.e A Pn =pn-Pno and A11i, = 11i,-Di,o) in the quasi-neutral regions. The hole and electron 
1, 
components of current can be expressed as, 
and (5) 
i 
where q is electronic charge and A is the junction cross-sectional area. Finally, the 
. 
1-V characteristic of the diode is described by the Ideal Diode Equation which is, 
I=I exp V -1 
Ve 
(6) 
where 1s is the saturation current, and is expressed as, 
(7) 
As can be seen in the above analysis, minority-carrier lifetime is a very 
important parameter in understanding and modeling the operation of a PN junction 
11 
0 
diode. And, as mentioned above, knowledge of this parameter has many practical 
uses in the design and manufacture of silicon integrated circuits. The following 
section will briefly describe several popular methods which have been developed to 
measure this parameter. 
;'. 
4.2 Reverse-Step Recovery Method 
The Reverse-Step Recovery (RSR) method was first described by Kingston in 
1954l11. This measurement results in characteristic times called the storage time, ts, 
and reverse-recovery time, trr, from which the minority-carrier lifetime can be 
determined. 
In this method, a steady-state forward-bias current, Ir, is established in the 
diode with a voltage source, Yr, and series resistor, R1• At a time t=O, the bias on 
the diode is instantaneously switched to a reverse bias, with a voltage source, V r, 
through a resistor, R2• The resulting current transient characteristic is then measured 
\ 
on resistor Ri with an oscilloscope. A simplified representation of a circuit to 
facilitate this measurement is shown in Figure 4.3. 
12 
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FIGURE 4.3 The Reverse-Step Recovery measurement circuit. 
For simplicity, the analysis to follow is applied to a PN junction diode in 
which the p-side is much more heavily doped than the n-side, thus hole current 
dominates the overall current flow. For t > 0, the initial transient in the circuit will 
be a constant reverse current, given by Vr/R2 as shown in Fjgure 4.4. That is, for a 
reasonable length of time after switching, the voltage across the junction will be small 
• 
compared to the battery voltage, V,, therefore, the current will be completely 
determined by the series resistance, R2• The voltage across the junction (the SCR 
voltage) does not change abruptly at t = 0, actually, it is a dependent function of the 
hole density at the barrier which in turn is detertiained by the flow of current across 
the barrier, which is ·limited by R2• Between t=O and t=lg, a constant current, 
-1r= V1/R2, flows through the junction. 
• 
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FIGURE 4.4 Current waveform during an RSR transient . 
• 
At or near t5, the excess hole density at x=Xu approaches zero, the junction voltage 
tends toward V r, and a new set of conditions now holds. The junction voltage is now 
much larger than V1 and the diffusion current is no longer constant, rather, it tends 
toward zero. The minority-carrier hole distribution as a function of time is illustrated 
in Figure 4.5. 
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FIGURE 4.5 Minority-carrier distribution for t~O during an RSR transient. 
The time at which the current reaches zero ( or actually, some small reverse-bias 
' 
leakage current) is designated trr As shown in Figure 4.5, this also corresponds to 
the time at which the minority-carrier hole distribution reaches its steady-state 
reverse-biased condition. Finally, the storage time, ts, is related to the lifetime, r P' 
through the expressionl2l, 
(8) 
This can be approximated as, 
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For the case where 1r> > Ir, this can be simplified to, 
I 
,:1 ,. It 
P I s f 
(9) 
(10) 
One of the obvious advantages of this method is its simplicity and ease of use. 
This method is still widely used today. 
4.3 Open-Circuit Voltage Decay Method 
The Open-Circuit Voltage Decay (OCVD) measurement was first described 
by Lederhandler, et al, in 1955£31_ The circuit of Figure 4.6 shows a simplified 
experimental arrangement for applying a steady-state current, Ir, with a voltage , 
source, Yr, and series resistor, R, in the forward direction through a PN junction, and, 
by means of a thermionic diode (i.e. vacuum tube, not shown), open-circuiting the 
PN junction at the termination of the forward-biasing current. The open-circuited 
junction voltage across the PN junction under test is then observed on an 
oscilloscope. 
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F1GURE 4.6 The Open-Circuit Voltage Decay meamrement circuit. 
Minority carriers are injected into the quasi-neutral regions during the time 
• 
that the current is applied to the junction in the forward direction. At t = 0, the supply 
current is reduced to zero and the ther11rioni~ diode effectively opens the circuit 
between the supply and the anode of the PN junction under test. As a result, the 
junction voltage is direct measure of what happens to the injected carriers. The 
change in minority-carrier distribution as a function of time is very similar to that of 
the RSR method (shown in Figure 4.5) for t<t.l6l. That is, the excess minority-carrier 
hole concentration at x=Xn (defined as p0 ) in the RSR method decays at a rate 
controlled by R2• In the OCVD method, R2 is effectively equal to ao, thus Po simply 
decays exponentially with time. In both methods, the hole concentration decays 
exponentially with distance. A typical open-circuited voltage transient waveform is 
shown in Figure 4. 7. As shown in the figure, after an initial drop due to an internal 
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series resistance (defined as v.=I,*r., where r1 is the diode series resistances), the 
open-circuited junction voltage decays approximately linearly with time, and this 
___ _/ linear decay is. followed by an approximately exponential decay. As will be shown 
' 
below, this linear portion of the voltage variation lends itself very readily to 
computation of the minority-carrier lifetime. 
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FIGURE 4.7 Voltage waveform during an OCVD transient. 
Deter111ination of lifetime from the observed transient characteristic is best 
illustrated mathematically. H we again assume that the PN junction has a p-side 
which is much more heavily doped than the n-side, the current flow across the 
junction is predominantly a hole flow. If we also assume that the excess carrier 
concentration, decays exponentially according to the hole lifetime, r P' then the open-
circuited junction voltage as a function of time can be shown to bel31, 
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(11) 
· where V
0 
is the junction voltage at t=O. For very small t/r P (i.e. during the initial 
linear portion of the decay transient), and if V> > Vt, this expression can be 
simplified to, 
t 
1' p 
Rearrangin& the minority-carrier lifetime is then seen to be, 
V 
1' •- t; 
P Slope Of Linear Decay 
(12) 
(13) 
Like the RSR method, the OCVD methods lends}tself well to measurements 
in an IC production facility because of its simplicity. The actual circuit used to 
measure OCVD transients is more complex than that of the RSR method, however, 
the OCVD method is still widely used today. 
4.4 Short-Circuit Current Decay Method 
The Short-Circuit Current Decay (SCCD) measurement technique was first 
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introduced by Jung, et al, in 1984141. This method overcomes several shortcomings 
of the RSR and OCVD methods. These shortcomings can be s~~~· 
In a forward-biased PN junction diode, holes and electrons are injected and 
stored in the SCR and in the quasi-neutral regions, as shown in Figure 4.2. H the 
diode is suddenly open-circuited, as in the OCVD method, or is reverse-biased 
through a large current-limiting resistor, as in the RSR method, recombination begins 
.,., . 
. ~ 
to remove these excess carriers from both regions. In addition, the electric field 
present across the SCR causes the holes to drift back toward the p-side and the 
electrons toward the n-side. However, this motion is dependent upon the current 
flow through the junction, which in the RSR and OCVD methods is limited by the 
large resistance in the circuit. ff there are similar numbers of holes and electrons in 
the SCR (i.e. both sides of the junction have similar doping concentrations) they can 
recombine with each other very quickly and may not have any effect on the measured 
decay characteristic. However, this is often not the case. Typically, one side of the 
junction is more heavily doped than the other, resulting in a numerical imbalance in 
the type of carriers stored in the SCR. Thus, the type of carriers which are in the 
majority are left only to recombine with carriers equal in number to the intrinsic 
carrier density, ~- The RSR and OCVD measurement methods were developed in 
the 1950s when the semiconductor primarily used was germanium. Germanium has 
an intrinsic carrier density of -1013 /cm3• For typical values of forward current and, 
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thus, typical numbers of stored charge, there are sufficient numbers of intrinsic 
carriers to recombine quickly with the stored carriers, such that the decay transient 
characteristic is not affected, and is only indicative of the recombination process in 
the quasi-neutral regions, as desired. However, this is not the case when these 
methods are applied to today's devices, in which silicon and gallium-arsenide (GaAs) 
are predominantly used. The intrinsic carrier density in silicon is -10
10/cm3, which 
is three orders of magnitude lower than that of germanium. In this case, there are 
insufficient intrinsic carriers in the SCR to recombine with the stored carriers, such 
that the lifetime of carriers in this region is significantly increased. This effect can 
occur to such a degree that it affects the obseived decay transient, introducing 
inaccuracies in the deter111ination of lifetime in the intended region of study, the 
qµasi-neutral region. This effect is even more pronounced for GaAs, for which 
~=lff /cm3• In summary, then, failure of the RSR and OCVD methods to quickly 
remove stored charge from the SCR (see Figure 4.5), severely limits their use in 
silicon and GaAs devicesl4,S,6J. 
~y 
Another shortcoming associated with the RSR method specifically is that, 
because the junction is reverse-biased for 1s < t < ao, the reverse leakage cirrrent is 
often large enough saturate the recovery current, thus introducing inaccuraciesl
4J. 
The advantages of the SCCD measurement method in '" overcoming these 
shortcomings will now become obvious. 
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In this method, the PN junction diode is forward-biased, with voltage source 
Yr, and resistor, R1, to set up a steady-state condition and then suddenly the bias is 
reduced to zero through a resistor, R2, which is so small that the constraint is 
essentially that of a short circuit. Thus, for t > 0, the PN junction space-charge and 
., 
quasi-neutral regions discharge. The transient current is then measured across the 
small resistor with an oscilloscope. A simplified representation of a circuit to 
. ' 
facilitate this is shown in Figure 4.8. As mentioned above, if the discharge of stored 
carriers in the SCR occurs much more quickly than that of the quasi-neutral regions, 
then the minority-carrier lifetime in the quasi-neutral regions can be deter111ined. 
Upon removal of the forward voltage, the condition at the ter1a1inals of the 
diode become essentially that of a short-circuit. The majority-carrier quasi-Fer111i 
levels at the two ohmic contacts immediately become coincident, and the junction 
barrier voltage rises to its height at equilibrium within the order of a dielectric 
relaxation time of the quasi-neutral region. This occurs in no more than 10pS. This 
occurs because the negative change in the applied forward voltage introduces a 
deficit of majority holes near the contact of the p-type anode and a deficit of majority 
electrons near the contact of the n-type cathode. The resulting electric field causes 
majority carriers to rush from the edges of the SCR, thus causing the sudden rise of 
the barrier height to its equilibrium value. 
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FIGURE 4.8 Short-Circuit Current Decay measurement· circuit. · 
As discussed above, the electric field associated with the SCR causes the holes and 
electrons to drift back toward the p-side and n-side, respectively. In the SCCD 
method, however, because the circuit resistance is approximately zero, an infinite (in 
the ideal case) current can flow, thus, the excess holes and electrons exit the SCR 
within a transit time of this region (typically < 10pS), where they become majority 
carriers in the quasi-neutral regions and exit the device in approximately a dielectric 
relaxation time. Thus, the removal of the holes and electrons in the SCR occurs in 
times which are orders of magnitude lower than the times associated with 
recombination in the quasi-neutral regions. 
( 
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FIGURE 4.9 Minority carrier distribution for t2!:0 during an SCCD transient. 
Following this removal of charge from the SCR, the remaining carriers stored in the 
quasi-neutral regions diffuse toward the SCR, due to the steep concentration gradient 
at the boundary, where they are quickly swept across the SCR due to the large 
electric field. This absence, in effect, of excess holes and electrons within the 
• 
junction SCR greatly simplifies the interpretation of the obseived transient. It is one 
of the main advantages of the SCCD method of measurement. Figure 4.9 illustrates 
the minority-carrier distributions during an SCCD transient. As can be observed in 
Figure 4.9, the sudden decrease to nearly zero of the excess minority-carrier density 
at the SCR edges at t=O would, ideally, result in an infinite reverse current flow (see 
Equation 5). In reality, however, the small resistance used to measure the SCCD 
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transient limits the current to 10 = V 0 /R2t where VO is the voltage acrc;,ss the diode at ,' 
t < 0. Following this peak in current, the transient characteristic decays exponentially 
to zero. A typical measured SCCD transient current is shown in Figure 4.10. 
t 
FIGURE 4.10 Current waveform during an SCCD transient 
The minority-carrier lifetime is then related to the observed current transient 
characteristic through the expressionl4J, 
t (14) 
An in-depth mathematical treatment of the SCCD method will be provided 
in the following section. 
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5.1 Physical and Mathematical AnalyS1s 
In the following analysis we will, starting from first principles, develop an 
expression for the short-circuit current transient characteristic from which the 
minority-carrier lifetime is deter111ined. 
As before, we begin the analysis with the assumption that the p-side of the 
junction is much more heavily doped than the n-side, resulting in the current through 
the junction being predominantly a hole flow. Thus, we will analyze the behavior of 
minority-carrier holes in the quasi-neutral n-side of the junction. Since the injected 
minority-carrier holes are the controlling factor in this device, we will limit this 
analysis to a region bounded by x =:1u (now defined as x = 0) and Pn =p00 (now defined 
as L\p
0
=0, since L\p0 =p0-p00). We will also assume that the length of the quasi-
neutral region is much longer than the diffusion length, I;, (long-base diode 
approximation). 
We begin with the Continuity Equation, repeated here for convenience, 
a~Pn ;p ~Pn dpn 
----=D +---at p ax2 t p 
(15) 
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The first boundary condition describes the previously mentioned constraint that for 
t > 0 the excess hole concentration at the edge of the SCR is equal to zero. That is, 
Apn(x=O, t>O) =O (16) 
From Equation (1) of the basic diode analysis we find that the excess hole spacial 
distribution is in the form of an exponential. Thus, the excess minority-carrier hole 
concentration approaches zero as x approaches infinity. However, setting up a 
boundary condition for x=«> causes some problems in this analysis because of the 
presence of sine and cosine functions in the solutions. Therefore, we will 
approximate infinity with 10~ in this case. This is a good approximation since 
exp(-10) is almost four orders of magnitude smaller than exp(O). Thus, the second 
boundary condition can be express~d as, 
(17) 
The initial condition (t=O) is simply a restatement of Equation (1), 
(18) 
., 
where p0 =Pno *exp(V /Vt). The Continuity Equation is a second-order partial 
differential equation (PDE) which can be transformed into a simple "heat equation" 
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as follows. From Equation (15) we see that the excess minority-carrier hole 
[; 
concentration Ap8(x,t) at any point, Xof is changing as a result of, 
' 
1) diffusion of holes (due to DP a"Ap0/0r-) 
2) recombination of holes (due to -~p0/r p) 
If there were no diffusion (DP= 0) then the excess hole concentration at each point, 
Ka, would "damp" exponentially to zero according to, 
(19) 
Now we decompose the excess hole concentration, 4p0 (x,t), into two factors, 
(20) 
where w(x,t) represents the excess hole concentration due to diffusion only. 
Substituting this into Equation (15) we find, 
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aw=D a2w 
at I' ax2 (2
2) 
ii t 
. 
~ with the same boundary and initial conditions. This simplified PDE can be solved 
\ 
by separation of variables, then Ap0 (x,t) =w(x,t)exp(-t/,. p). Let, 
w(x, t) =X(x) T( t) 
Substituting this into Equation (22) we have, 
~ 
X(x) T1 ( t) =DPT( t) x'' (x) 
• 
•• 
T1 < t) X11 (x) 
---=---DPT( t) X(x) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
Inasmuch as x and t are independent of each other,. each side must be a fixed 
constant ( say "k"), 
• 
• • 
T'-kD T=O and x'-kX=O p 
(26) 
(27) 
To assure that T(t) goes"·to zero as t goes to infinity we need k to be negative. Let, 
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k=-12 
and X 11+12X=O 
These standard ordinary differential equations (ODE) have solutions, 
(28) 
(29) 
T( t) =Aexp (-l.2Dpt) and X(x)=Asin(l.x)+Bcos(lx) (30) 
/ 
/ 
• 
• • 
w(x,t)=T(t)X(x)=exp(-12DPt) [.~sin(~x)+Bcos(Ax)] <31> 
From boundary condition #1, Equation (16), we have 
• 
• • 
w(O,t>O)=O 
• 
•• 
From boundary condition #2, Equation (17), we have 
w( lOLP, t) =O 
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(32) 
\ : ( 
B=O (33) 
(34) 
,, 
\ Aexp(-12D,,t) sin (llOLP) =O 
\) 
and A= nx 
lOLP 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
• 
•• 
-n 21t2D t 
... ----~"- si n=l, 2, 3 ..... 
100£; 
-~ -n2~2t I 
w(x, t) = LJ Ane---...__.. --- si 
n=l 1004t P 
(39) 
From the initial condition, Equation (18), we have, 
- (40) 
w(x, 0) = E Ansi 
n•l 
This is a continuous function, thus, we can express it in a Fourier Series, 
·' ) 
' '-• ~ \ 
xx +A si 
lOL 2 p 
+ ••••• (41) 
Multiplying each side of the equation by sin(mw-x/101;,) and integrating from Oto 
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'· 
101;,, we have, 
• 
•• 
101.p 
dx=A,. f sin2 
0 
r 
Substituting back into Equation (39) gives, 
. 
. 
• 
w(x, t) = L Ane.-. ... , 
where 
n•l 
l- ---, 
A= 1 
n SL p 
Substituting this back into Equation (20) we have, 
-
4pn(X, t>=LAnexp - t 
n•l 't p 
-n2x 2 t . 
---S1 
100-cp 
dx 
From Equation (5) we can now solve for the hole component of current, 
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(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
I 
! ' 
,. 
• 
• • 
i.( t) =-qADP ~ 
. ( ) 1tqADP~ 1. t =LJAe 
lOLP n•l n 
.x-o 
(47) 
-n21t2t 
---n (49) 
100,; P 
For the case where t=O, this equation predicts that i(O) goes to infinity. As 
mentioned above, this is only true in the ideal case where the resistance of the 
shorting circuit is zero. Practica1ly speaking, due to circuit resistance, i(O) is a finite 
measurable value which we will call 10 • For long time periods (i.e. t> f' p) the ter1,1s 
further out in the series become small very quickly due to, 
exp 
Hence, for t > r P' the solution is approximately equal to the first term. 
• 
•• 
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From a standard table of integralsl7J, 
A= Po 
1 SL p 
• 
•• 
exp X - 1 si ffX ff - - . cos 
LP LP 10Ls, 10LP 
1 
+ 
1t2 
L2 
'P lOOL; 
_ -po -x L2- 1C Ai- SL lOL p-Po 5 p p 
. ( ) 1tqADP Poff t 1.t= exp- e 
lOLP 50 -r P 
10Li, 
,ex 
10L1' (52) 
,·, 
0 
(53) 
(54) 
The argument of the second exponential is very small compared to the first, thus, the 
second exponential reduces to 1. The total charge stored in the quasi-neutral n-side 
of the junction can be deter111ined by integrating Equation (18) over the entire 
region. That is, 
(55) 
Under steady-state forward bias conditions, it can be shown that Ir=Op/r Pr
21. 
Therefore, we can write, 
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(56) 
Using Equation (3), 
(57) 
(58) 
Since i(t=O) is defined as 10 we can write the expression for the current transient 
characteristic, 
i ( t) = I exp - t 
0 t' p 
(59) 
As a verification of this theoretical mathematical analysis, we have plotted the 
expression for the excess hole distribution, Equation ( 46), for several values of time, 
t. The program MA THCAD9 was used for this evaluation. Notice how the plot in 
Figure 5.1 corroborates all of our initial assumptions·-ruid boundary conditions: for 
t < 0 the distribution approaches that of a simple exponential with prefactor p0 ; for 
t~O, the excess hole concentration at the edge of the SCR drops to zero; for long 
times, the excess minority-carrier hole distribution decays to zero. 
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As was mentioned at the onset of this analysis, assumptions were made 
4 
concerning the doping levels, and physical length of the diode. In the case where 
these assumptions do not hold true, we think of the SCCD measurement as providing 
. 
an "effective" minority-carrier lifetime. The effective lifetime, while not an absolute 
number, is quite useful in a relative sense for comparing the characteristics of 
different devices. However, for consistency we will continue to refer to the minority-
carrier lifetime as a hole lifetime, r P' throughout the remainder of this thesis. 
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FIGURE 5.1 Plot of Equation (46) for values oft from 0.5r P to 2.Sr p· 
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5.2 Expected Experimental Results 
The previous mathematical analysis now allows us to predict the actual 
waveform which will be observed on the oscilloscope. Equation (59) predicts a 
simple exponential decay starting from some initial current, Io, which was defined 
above. However, this will only be the case if the measurement circuit switches 
quickly enough so that the oscilloscope can display this peak current before the decay 
begins. Since the switching time of the measurement circuit will be some finite, but 
small value, we can expect that ~ may be slightly less than V JR as defined earlier. 
By manipulating Equation (59), a procedure for determining the minority-carrier 
lifetime in the quasi-neutral n-side becomes apparent. H we divide both sides of the 
equation by 10 and then take the natural log, 
1 
:. ln[.i(t)]=- 1 t+ln(I0 ) 
,; p 
(60) 
(61) 
This is simply the equation of a line with slope -1/ r P' y-intercept In(~), plotted on 
a graph of ln[i(t)] versust. Thus, r Pis easily determined from such a plot This will 
be accomplished by the hardware and software described in the following sections. 
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6.1 Description and Shortcomings of Existing Circuits 
,;; 
To date, four circuits have been proposed to measure an SCCD transient. 
\ 
The first of these circuits, developed by Jung, et ail41, is pictured schematically in 
Figure 6.1 .. 
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FIGURE 6.1 SCCD measurement circuit from Jung, et ail4l. 
The circuit is supposed to work as follows. When V1(t) is high, switching transistor 
T 1 turns on, which charges the large capacitor in parallel with it to V ce. Thus, the 
voltage across the diode-under-test (OUT) becomes about 0.6V, and can be 
controlled by altering V high' and the variable resistor connected to the transistor base, 
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or both. In this mode, the quasi-neutral regions charge to store a steady-state charge 
of excess holes/electrons. At some time, V1 drops to its low value, an incremental 
change of about 0.6V. The capacitor across the transistor acts as an incremental 
short-circuit and the voltage across the DUT vanishes, to a good approximation, 
thereby establishing . the desired short-circuit constraint. The large capacitor 
maintains this constraint during the current decay transient, which is then monitored 
at the output of the log amplifier. This type of approach has several problems. The 
main difficulty is that in order for this circuit to truly approximate a short-circuit 
across the DUT, the incremental change in the voltage V1 mu~t be exactly equal to 
-
/J 
the initial steady-state voltage across the OUT. H the change is too small, the result 
will be that the OUT is still slightly forward-biased. If the change is too large, the 
result will be that the OUT will be slightly reverse-biased. This is a very 
cumbersome requirement, especially when using this circuit to measure a number of 
different diodes at several values of current. The ot~er difficulty with this circuit is 
that the presence of the large capacitor and transistor will undoubtedly affect the 
minimum switching speed, thus limiting vecy short lifetime measurement capability. 
The switching speed of the circuit should be at least an order of magnitude faster 
than the minority-carrier lif~time one wishes to measure, to minimize the possibility 
of the circuit itself affecting the current-decay transient chal"acteristic. This particular 
circuit is reported to be capable of measuring lifetime down to - lµS. 
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The second measurement clrcuit was proposed by Lindholm, et at161. This 
circuit is illustrated in Figure 6.2. 
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FIGURE 6.2 SCCD measurement circuit from Lindholm, et all6l. 
Obviously, this circuit is a much simpler configuration than that of [4]. The circuit 
uses a power MOSFET transistor to provide the short-circuit constraint. In this case, 
the MOSFET is turned off while V establishes a steady-state forward-bias current 
through the OUT and sense resistor, R. At some time, the MOSFET is turned on, 
• 
thus shorting the OUT and resistor. The transient current is then measured directly 
across the sense resistor. The problem with this approach is that placing a short-
circuit across the power supply will cause the supply to reach current compliance. 
Depending on the supply, this can cause transients in the circuit which can interfere 
with the decay transient which one is trying to measure. Also, the presence of 
current flowing through the source-drain resistance of the MOSFET (the short-
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circuit) could conceivably interact with the measured transient response. The 
' 
developer of this circuit reports a circuit switching speed of - lnS, allowing 
measurement of lifetime down to -10nS. 
The final two circuits to measure an SCCD transient characteristic were 
developed by Zondervan, et atlBJ. The first of these circuits, shown in Figure 6.3, is 
obviously an attempt to correct some of the shortcomings of the circuit in [6]. 
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FIGURE 6.3 SCCD measurement circuit from Zondervan, et ail81 .
• 
The principal elements that form the decay path in this circuit are enclosed in the 
box of dashed lines. These consist of the MOSFET switch to establish the short-
circuit condition, a small sense resistor, R1, and the OUT. When the function 
generator suppli~s a positive gate-source voltage to the MOSFETs, the great majority 
of the current flowing from the power supply is shunted away from the MOSFET 
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connected directly across the DUT, by the other MOSFET. This limits the current 
; . 
' 
through the shorting MOSFET, thus limiting the voltage developed across its source-
drain terminals arising from its on-resistance, and producing the desired short-circuit 
across the DUT. The resistor R2 limits the current from the power supply when the 
gate-source voltage is_ positive. Although this circuit overcomes one of the 
shortcomings mentioned above, it still has a major problem with switching speed. 
Because of the interaction between the parasitic capacitances associated with the 
MOSFETs and the resistors, this circuit has a problem with overshoot in the 
observed decay transient. This effect is most pronounced when the circuit is 
operated at its fastest switching speed, 150nS. The effect can be minimized by 
slowing the circuit down to a switching speed of approximately 750nS, or by applying 
a triangular waveform to the MOSFET gates, however, this severely limits its 
~ 
flexibility. 
The last circuit which has been proposed in the literature is shown in Figure 
6.4. This circuit simply requires a pulse generator capable of supplying O to 50V 
pulses to force the OUT voltage to zero. The presence of R2 prevents ringing in the 
circuit,·but necessitates pulses in the 20-50V range to switch the initial forward -
voltage to a near short-circuit condition. The repetition rate and duration of the 
pulses are chosen to limit the heat generated in resistor R2 and to assure the device 
reaches a steady-state condition. 
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FIGURE 6.4 SCCD measurement circuit from Zondervan, et ail81. 
The fall time of the pulse generator used in this circuit was reported to be less than 
15nS, allowing measurement of lifetimes of > 150nS. The main difficulty with this 
design is not so much with the high voltage required of the pulse generator, but the 
high current. Obviously, when the supply voltage is at 50V, the supply current will 
be 50V /50n, or lA This is quite high for most high speed pulse generators. The 
" 
power dissipated in R2 will be SOW. These considerations make this circuit 
somewhat impractical. 
6.2 A New SCCD Measurement Circuit 
All of the shortcomings mentioned above have been overcome through the use 
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\ of a new circuit design. This circuit is illustrated in Figure 6.5. 
Rt 
©V 5(9K 
t 
DUT 
JFET 
-
-
- l©o 
FIGURE 6.5 A new SCCD measurement circuit. 
This circuit consists of a high-speed N-chaonel JFET acting as the short-cirari,t 
element, a variable resistor for current control, a 10n sense resistor, and' pulse 
generator which supplies O to -15V pulses with a very short rise time. The circuit 
operates as follows. An N-channel JFET is off (high source-drain resistance) when 
-15V is applied to its gate. Thus, while the pulse generator output is at -15V, a 
steady-state forward-biasing current flows through the OUT. Tlys current can be 
controlled by varying resistor R1• , (Typically, the current is· adjusted such that the 
initial transient decay current, Ia, is several milliamps in magnitude. This assures a 
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measurable voltage across the 10n sense resistor). This t<O situation is illustrated 
graphically in the schematic diagram in Figure 6.6. 
5~K 
©.6V Vf 15V 
....... -
OUT 
+ 
lt9n 
FIGURE 6.6 SCCD circuit configuration for t ~ 0. 
At time t=O, the pulse generator output rises tQ OV, which turns the JEFf on, 
establishing the short-circuit constraint across the OUT and sense resistor. The 
decay-current transient is then measured across the sense resistor, R2, with an 
' 
' 
oscilloscope. The t~O situation is illustrated in Figure 6.7. The ways in which this 
new circuit overcomes the above mentioned shortcomings are now apparent. As the 
device becomes short-circuited, the power supply voltage drops to zero, thus it is 
unnecessary to shunt the current away as in other methods. Also, when the JFET 
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is turned off, the gate capacitance is essentially that of a reverse-biased PN junction, 
which has an extremely low value of capacitance. This low capacitance,, combined 
with the circuit's simplicity minimizes any overshoot problems in the obseryed 
. 
. 
transient characteristic. Finally, this circuit consists only of low power;··common and 
. 
easy-to-find elements, making it practical to assemble and use. This circuit has a 
switching speed of -10nS, allowing measurements of minority-carrier lifetimes of at 
least 100nS. 
Rjfet 
5n 
OUT ©.6V 
l©n 
FIGURE 6.7 SCCD circuit configuration for t=O. 
6.3 Circuit Construction and Component Specifications 
The primary constraint in the construction of this new SCCD measurement 
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circuit was that it be as small as possible to minimize stray capacitance and 
inductance on the interconnecting wires.· The circuit is built on a small 2" by 2" 
perforated circuit board. The resistors and JFET are connected together with short 
wires no longer than 0.5" in length. The pulse generator is connected to the board 
via a 6" length of coaxial cable and a BNC connector. The oscilloscope is attached 
directly across the sense resistor using a low-capacitance lOX probe. Finally, the 
DUT is connected into the measurement circuit by means of two 4" wires and "push-
clip" connectors. As the experimental results in Section 8 will show, this arrangement 
f • 
works quite satisfactorily. 
Switching speed of this circuit is primarily limited by the JFET short-circuiting 
element and the supporting test equipment. Thus, we will investigate these in more 
detail. The N-channel JFET chosen for this design is an Intersil 2N5432 in a T0-52 
package. The device features very low source-drain on resistance (Sn max.), very fast 
switching speed (5nS max. tum on time) and low drain cutoff current (200pA max.). 
A complete data sheet and timing diagrams for this device can be found in the 
Appendix. R1 and R2 are simply precision 1/4 watt resistors. 
6.4 Supporting Test Equipment and Circuit Specifications 
The biasing and switching signals for this circuit are provided by a Hewlett-
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Packard (HP) 8116A Programmable Pulse/Function Generator. This generator is 
capable of supplying a pulse of amplitude Oto ±16V peak, a maximum rise/fall time 
of 6nS, up to . a frequency of 50MHz. More complete specifications for the 
instrument can be found in the Appendix. For this particular application, it was 
deter1,1ined experimentally to use the following settings: continuous pulse mode, 
.. _ _.. 
' 
frequency of lKHz, pulse width of 100µ,S, pulse voltage swing from Oto -15V. The 
only constraint for frequency and pulse width being that the DUT must be given 
adequate time to reach steady-state conditions both for forward-bias t < 0 times, and s'"''' 
for short-circuited t > 0 times. All features of this generator can be controlled via a 
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HPIB). The oscilloscope used to measure the decay 
transient characteristic is a HP 1980B Oscilloscope Measurement System. The 
pertinent features of this unit are its minimum time base of 5nS/division and its 
capability of digitizing and storing a trace into 500 data points. This instrument can 
also be controlleod via HPIB; more detailed specification information is located in the 
Appendix. All of this test equipment is controlled by a HP 9845B Desktop 
Computer via HPIB. With the appropriate output and plotting ROM installed in the 
computer, the 8116A pulse generator and the 1980A oscilloscope can be instructed 
as to what to do via an HP BASIC program, retrieve the subsequent data, 
manipulate it and plot it on the CRT. The measurement circuit and test equipment 
constitute a powerful, flexible, computer-controlled minority-carrier lifetime test 
station. This system is illustrated in block diagram form in Figure 6.8. 
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The important measurement circuit specifications are, 
1) Circuit Maximum Switching Speed: lOnS 
2) Minimum Measurable Lifetime: lOOnS 
3) Maximum Forward-Biasing Current: 300mA 
4) Maximum Data Acquisition Time: 10S 
• 
·. IP 811M 
FU11etlon 
a..rator 
........ 
OOT 
FIGURE 6.8 Block diagram of automated lifetime measurement system. 
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Briefly, the step-by-step procedure for deter111ining minority-carrier lifetime 
q 
of a particular PN junction diode is as follows. Connect the OUT into the 
measurement circuit and display the entire decay transient characteristic (from i = 1a 
.to i=O) on the oscilloscope. Digitize and store the waveform. Run the program 
"SCCD" to acquire and plot the data on the CRT. This program will plot the 
waveform as it appears on the oscilloscope; it will also plot ln[i(t)] on the same axis. 
By locating the linear portion of the ln[i(t)] plot, the exponential portion of the of 
the i( t) curve is determined. The endpoints of this linear region are entered, the I 
' 
program calculates the slope of the line, detern1ines the lifetime using Equation ( 14 ), 
and plots the final results. A hardcopy is available via the 9845A's thermal printer. 
The following section provides more detail on the program, SCCD. 
·, 
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7.1 Data Retrieval Code 
Acquiring, displaying, digitizing, and storing the SCCD currenklecay transient 
characteristic on the 1980B oscilloscope is performed manually using the control keys 
on the front of the oscilloscope and 8116A pulse generator. Once a suitable trace 
is available (as outlined in the previous section), the program "SCCD" is run to 
complete the measurement process. The HP 9845B desktop computer is capable of 
two-way communication with the oscilloscope, via the HPIB. The HPBASIC code 
shown in Figure 7.1 is short routine which was developed to retrieve the digitized 
data stored in the oscilloscope memory, and transfer it to array "A" in the desktop 
computer. 
DIM AC~01) 
OUTPUT 707; 11 DGOl 11 
ENTER 707;Nda.ta 
FOR X•l TO Ndata. 
ENTER 707;A<X> 
DISP X 
NEXT X 
OUTPUT 707; 11 KY7" 
OUTPUT 707;"KY~4 11 
I 
. 
DATA RETRIEVAL ROUTINE 
END 
!SET UP MEMORY ARRAY 
!INITIALIZE 1980B 
!READ I OF DATA POINTS 
!RETRIEVE DATA INTO 
!ARRAY AHD DISPLAY IT 
I 
cf 
!RESET 19801 
FIGURE 7.1 Data retrieval routine from program "SCCD". 
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7.2 Data Plotting Code 
Once the data has been stored in the array, a standard routine which plots a 
set axes on the CRT is called. The code shown in Figure 7.2 was developed to plot 
the SCCD data on the axes, along with the natural log of the data. This allows one 
to quickly locate the linear region which corresponds to.the purely exponential decay 
of the original data. 
DATA PLOTTING ROUTINE 
MOVE 8,<1884-A(1)>/99.4 
FOR X•l TO Hdata 
PLOT <X-l)/((Nd&ta-l)/10>,<1084-A<X))/99.4 
NEXT X 
X 1 • 1 
FOR X•l TO Nd&t& 
IF <1984-A<X><8> AND <X<Nd&t&/2) THEN Xl•X 
IF 1914-A(X)>S THEN X2•X 
NEXT X 
MOYE 0,19•LOC<<1894-A(X1+1)>/99.4> 
!PLOT THE DATA 
!IN ARRAY "A" 
!FIND X-AXIS CROSSOVER 
! POINTS, IF ANY 
Sca1••<<1884-ACX1))/99.4-LOCC<1084-A<X1))/99.4))/2 !SCALE LOG -PLOT 
LINE TYPE 4 
FOR X•Xl+l TO X2 
PLOT <X-l)/((Nd&t&-l)/18>,Scal•+LOG<<l084-A(X))/99.4) !PLOT LOG<DATA) 
NEXT X 
END 
FIGURE 7.2 Data plotting routine from program "SCCD". 
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7.3 Data Manipulation and lifetime Calculation Code 
After the linear region has been located, the next portion of the program 
allows entry of the endpoints of this region. The computer code illustrated in Figure 
7 .3 then calculates the slope of the line, deter111ines the minority-carrier lifetime, and 
labels the plot with all of the pertinent info. A hardcopy is available from the 
9845B's thern1al printer. 
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DATA MANIPULATION & LIFETIME CALCULATION ROUTINE 
LINE TYPE 1 
IF Aplot•1 THEN 910 
!CHOOSE ENDPOINTS OF 
!LINEAR REGION 
INPUT ''ENTER GND, START, STOP DIVS FOR CALCULATIOH 11 ,Gl•v•l,Tst&rt,Tstop 
! NOTE: IF YOU WANT 1 DIV RESOLUTION, YOU NEED >•11 DATA POINTS; .5 DIV 
! RESOLUTION >•21 DATA PTS; .2 DIV RES >=51 DATA PTS; ETC. 
Hl•Tstart•<Ndata-1)/10+1 
H2•Tstop•<Hd&ta-1)/10+1 
T;me1•Tstart*B<2> !FIND DELTA TIME 
Time2•Tstop•B<2> !BETWEEN ENDPOINTS 
Tdelta•Time2-r;me1 
Currl•((1094-A(H1))/99.4-Gl~vel>*B<1)/10 !FIND DELTA CURRENT 
Curr2•<<1004-A<H2))/99.4-Gl•vel>•B<1)/10 !BETWEEN ENDPOINTS 
Lnidelta•LOG<Curr2>-LOG<Curr1) 
Te•-Tdelt&/Lnidelta !FIND LIFETIME 
Io•<<1004-A(1))/99.4-Glevel>•B<l>/10 !FIND Io 
FIXED 4 
MOVE <N1-1)/((Hdata-l)/10>,<1004-A<H1))/99.4 
LABEL 11 0 11 ! LABEL ENDPO I HTS 
MOVE <H2-1)/((Hdata-1)/10),<1004-A<H2))/99.4 
LABEL 11 0 ·~ 
MOVE 0,Glev•l 
PLOT 0,Glevel 
PLOT 10,Glevel 
CSIZE 1.8 
LABEL II GHD II ! LABEL GROUND LEVEL 
CSIZE 3.3 . 
. "'j 
LOCATE 0,109•MAX<1,RATI0>,0,100+MAX<1, l/RATIO> 
SCALE 0,2~,9,18 !LABEL IMPORTANT 
( 
i 
MOVE 3,15.5 !PARANETERS 
LABEL " T i m • l • 11 ; T i m • 1 * 1 E 6 ; " us• c 11 , " T ; me 2 • 11 ; T ; m • 2 * 1 E 6 ; 11 us• c 11 , 11 Te• 11 ; Te * 1 E 6 ; '' ,_4 .s 
LABEL "Currl•"; Curr1•1E3; 11 rnA 11 , "Curr2="; Curr2+1E3; "rnA 11 , 11 Io•"; Io•1E3; "mA" 
\ 
END 
' / 
FIGURE 7.3 Data manipulation and lifetime calculation routine from 
program "SCCD". 
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8.1 Discrete PN Junction Diodes 
The SCCD measurement system described above has been used to measure 
the minority-carrier lifetime of several discrete PN junction diodes. Figures 8.1 and 
8.2 contain the SCCD transient characteristics of three discrete commercially-
available diodes. 
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FIGURE 8.1 SCCD characteristic for a 1N4937 commercial diode. 
The first plot is for a 1N4937 switching diode, shown in Figure 8.1. The solid line 
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in the plot represents the short-circuit current decay of the junction. The dashed line 
(' 
represents the logarithm of the actual current decay. The linear portion of this 
. 
characteristic is identified ( occurring between 20nS and 90nS for this particular 
result, this corresponds to the purely exponential decay of the actual current) and the 
computer calculates the effective minority-carrier lifetime, re ( defined as effective 
lifetime because the process details of the diode are unknown). The lifetime 
calculated for the 1N4937 diode is 36nS. · This is extremely fast,. as desired for a 
switching diode, and is below the suggested minimum lifetime measurable, as 
mentioned in the previous section. It is a common practice, when manufacturing a 
switching diode, to actually dope the quasi-neutral regions with a "contaminant" such 
as gold, to intentionally "kill" the lifetime. 
The next two measurements shown are that of a 1N4004 and a 1N4007 
general purpose diode, shown in Figure 8.2. These diodes are typically used as 
rectifiers in power supplies, thus switching speed is not a constraint as in the 1N4937 . 
. ' 
The lifetimes are calculated to .be 208nS and 1.09µS, for the 1N4004 and 1N4007, 
respectively. 
I' 
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9.4668 mA 
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FIGURE 8.2 SCCD 
commercial diodes. 
characteristics for (a) 1N4004 and (b) 
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8.2 Integrated Circuit PN Junctions 
Various integrated circuit junctions were also anaJyzed using the lifetime 
measurement facility. Three of these results are shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. 
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FIGURE 8.3 SCCD characteristic of a 12V Zener integrated circuit diode. 
All of the integrated circuit junction results are from product manufactured at AT&T 
Microelectronic's Reading, PA facility. The first characterisitic is that of a 12 volt 
zener diode. These diodes are typically used in voltage reference circuitry. As can 
.J 
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be seen in the figure, calculation of minority-carrier lifetime from a region extending 
from 50nS to 400nS yields a result of 134nS. 
""' 
The next two devices measured were a NPN transistor emitter-base (E-B) 
junction, and an 800 volt P-1-N diode, shown in Figure 8.4. The lifetimes are 
calculated to be 1.91µS and 103nS, for the E-B junction and P-1-N diode, 
respectively. 
As evidenced by these experimental results, this new circuit and automated 
measurement system provides an accurate, straight-forward way of deter111ining a 
wide range of device lifetime __9laracteristics, and outputs the ,data in a concise and 
useful format. , 
<J 
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FIGURE 8.4 SCCD characteristics for (a) NPN E-B junction and (b) P-1-N 
diode. 
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2, COMPARISON OF SCCD BESm,Ts }YI'fff OTHEB Mfr'1'H0DS 
9.1 Reverse Step Recovery Method 
As was stated at the onset, one of the main advantages of the SCCD 
measurement method is its improved accuracy over the RSR and OCVD methods 
for measu~r silicon-based devices. For this reason, it would be appropriate now 
to compare the SCCD experimental results with these other methods, using the same 
PN junction diode-under-test, to corroborate our initial claims. " 
To summarize the previous claims: the main source of inaccuracy in the RSR 
"-2 
and OCVD methods is their inability to quickly remove the stored charge in the 
. 
SCR. Thus, in some cases, discharge in these regions could adversely affect the 
decay transient characteristic, from which we are trying to extract infor11,ation about 
the quasi-neutral regions only. Obviously, this "slowing down" of the decay would be 
most pronounced in the case of device with a reasonably short lifetime. For this 
reason, we will perform this comparison using the previously measured 1N4004 diode, 
for which SCCD yielded a minority-carrier lifetime of 208nS (see Figure 82). 
Figure 9.1 contains RSR characteristics of the 1N4004 commercial diode. The 
measurement circuit had R2 = 1500n, V1 =8.5V. 
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RSR CHARACTERISTICS 
' DISCRETE COMMERCIAL DIODE 1N4004 
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FIGURE 9.1 RSR characteristic for a 1N4004 commercial diode. 
As can be seen in the figure, the characteristic is in good agreement with the 
discussion in Section 4. That is, after reaching a steady-state forward-bias condition 
(O<t<500nS in Figure 9.1) the diode is switched to a reverse-bias condition. A 
A 
nearly constant reverse current flows for 500nS < t < 3. lµS. This period of time is 
defined as the storage time, t_. The current through the circuit then decays to zero. 
We now know the voltage across a known resistor, thus we can calculate the 
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, I ,, 
important currents. The forward current, Ir, is -6.6V /1500o, or 4. mA. The reverse 
-
current, I,, is - 7.8V /15000, or 5.2mA. The storage time is 3.1,iS-500nS, or 2.6,iS. 
Using Equation (9) we calculate the lifetime to be 4.2,iS. This result ·is more than 
an order of magnitude greater than the result obtained using SCCD .. Thus, for this 
particular diode, using the RSR method, the discharge of stored charge in the SCR 
I 
dominates the decay transient characteristic, masking the discharge in the quasi-
neutral region which was the intended area of study. 
9.2 Open-Circuit Voltage Decay Method 
! 
We now measure the minority-carrier lifetime of the 1N4004 diode using the 
OCVD method. Figure 9 .2 contains the OCVD characteristic of the 1N4004 diode. 
Once again, the decay characteristic agrees well with the discussion in Section 4. 
That is, after attaining a steady-state forward-bias condition (0 < t < 6,iS in Figure 9 .2), 
the diode is switched to an open-circuit condition. After a - 20m V series resistance 
drop, the voltage decays linearly for 6,iS < t < 18,iS. Following this, the voltage decays 
\ ,, ' 
I_,, ·.I 
nearly exponentially to zero. The linear region extends for a time of 18,iS-6,iS, or 
0 
12µS. The change in voltage during this time is 400mV-275mV, or 125mV. Thus, 
t. 
we calculate the slope of the linear region to be -10.4mV /,iS. Then using Equation . 
(13) we calculate the minority-carrier lifetime to be 2.5,iS. As in the RSR method, 
and for the same reasons, the OCVD result is an order of magnitude higher than the 
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SCCD result. 
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FIGURE 9.2 OCVD characteristic for a 1N4004 commercial diode. 
As discusseg_earlier, for PN junctions in which both sides have similar doping 
concentrations, or for very slow (i.e. long lifetime) devices, the discrepancies between 
these three methods would probably be much less. However, this comparison does, 
once again, attest to the power and accuracy of the SCCD measurement method fpr 
measuring a wide range of PN junction diodes. 
r· 
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10. SUMMARY AND CQNCf,USIQNS 
In this thesis, we have presented a new circuit 
O design to be used in the 
measurement of minority-carrier lifetime in the quasi-neutral regions of PN junction 
/' 
diodes. This circuit makes use of the short-circuit current decay method, in which 
the transient current response of a forward-biased diode is observed, after the 
sudden short-circuiting of its tern1inals. Minority-carrier lifetime is an important 
parameter, both in the understanding of the physical operation of a junction diode 
' 
and in applications as an in-process monitor for contaminants in a state-of-the-art 
integrated circuit production facility. 
The operation and shortcomings of several lifetime measurement methods 
have been discussed. It was shown that the reverse-step recovery method and the 
open-circuit voltage decay method are inaccurate when measuring today's high speed 
silicon-based devices. These shortcomings were shown to be even more pronounced 
for gallium-arsenide devices. The advantages of the short-circuit current decay 
method were then discussed. For the first time, a clear and consise analysis of the 
physical 0{leration of this method was presented, in the form of a step-by-step 
' 
mathematical proof. 
Several circuits to measure current decay transients which were proposed by 
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other authors have been investigated, , ..and found to be inadequate or impractical. 
The author's neW circuit design, utilizing a high-speed JFET switching element was 
,, 
then analyzed, and proven to overcome all of the shortcomings of the previous 
circuits. Also, a complete automated test system using the new measurement circuit 
was presented. Detailed information on the system hardware and software was 
) 
provided so that this test facility could be easily reproduced and utilized by other 
• • 1nvest1gators. 
Finally, the automated test system was used to measure the minority-carrier 
lifetime of a wide range of discrete and integrated circuit junction diodes to illustrate 
the system's effectiveness. These results were then compared to results from the 
other measurement methods. This comparison corroborated the initial claims as to 
. 
the superiority of the short-circuit current decay method. 
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I 2N5432.:,145434 r 
N-Chann.~JFET 
FEATURES 
• Low rd,(onJ 
• E1c1Uent Switching 
• Low Cutoff Current 
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
. T • = 25° C unless otherwise noted, 
Gate-Source Voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -25V 
Gate--Ora1n Voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -25V 
Gate Current . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 OOmA 
Dra,n Current ................................ 400 mA 
Storage Temperature Range .......... ~S11 C to +200•C 
Operating Temperature Range ........ -ss•c to -,.1so•c 
Lead Temperature Soldering, 1 O sec 1 • • • • • • • • +Joo• C 
Power O,ss,pauon ........................... 300 mW 
Cerate above 2s•c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.3 mwt•C 
PIN 
CONFIGURATION 
TO·S2 
e.c 0 I 
I 
'"' .,. 
.., __ . 
CHIP 
TOPOGRAPHY 
.,. 
... 
so,a 
' ...
I 
• • ... I ... 
\ - -
ORDERING INFORMATION• 
TO•U WAFIII DICI 
2NS432 2NS432/WI 2NS432/0 
2N5433 2N5433/W 2N5433/0 
2N543' 2NS4~IW 2N543'10 
• When Otd9r1no wate,ldiee refer to Appendi1 1·23. 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS ,2s•c unless otnerw,se noted1 
Cl 
• ••• 
-·-
flA,.AMETEfl ZN5'3Z 2
NSt33 2N5t)t 
MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 
UNIT TEST CONOITIONS 
1GSSA G,c,, Rt..,.,se C1;trt"t 
-200 
IT' .a. • 1 SO"C -200 
evass Go11t Sourct 8rt1tadown Vot, ... -25 
~~Olottt o,,.n Cwtott Currtnt 
200 
fT ... • ,so·c 200 
VGSll'llfl ~-"' So1.1rc• C1.11ott vo•ta• -4 • tO 
10SS 
s.1ur1t1on Crain Currt"l 
,so. !Note 1t 
'OS Ion I S1111c o, .. n-Sourc:e ON An,11iftC11 
• 
2 5 
VQSfonl °'''".*'ca ON Vo6tl9' so 
'l.klonl Dr11n-Sou1d ON flftltt...» s 
C,u Common -Saurc• In out C.O.C:11,nce 30 
c," 
Cumman 5'-u,c:e At .. n• T11mtff 15 
c.swc,tance 
Id Turn-ON Del1y T"lffle 4 
,, R,~ T,me 1 
'"" 
Tu,,, OFF Olt .. Time 6 
If Fill T,me lO 
NOTI; 1 Pul1ot tnt rtcaw•rect. i;aulMWodll'I JOO ,it. duly cv,1, , 34\. 
VQUT 
-200 
-200 
-25 
200 
200 
-l -9 
100 
7 
70 
7 
30 
15 
' 1 
6 
JO 
'"""' """" .... ,, .. ,a1 .. 
'61,1, ' .... " 
"'""•or .. ,.,.. 
'VI.II ••rt Htl .. 
-200 
-200 
-25 
200 
200 
-1 I _
, 
JO I 
I tO 
100 
10 
JO 
I IS 
4 
I 
6 
I JO 
S~tlillG KDH 
. ... , ...... 
pA 
,,. 
" gA 
nA 
V 
.., .. 
Ql,ffl 
mV 
()ftffl 
pF 
n1 
'"'""' •IStlT MCI 11 M 
'""" T c.-J1C1 r AIIICI I I fJI 
"GS· -15 \/.VOS• 0 
'G·-1uA.Vnc~O 
VOS· S V. VGS • -10 V 
vn~ • S v. 1n • l nA 
VOS a IS V. VGS .. 0 
VG!\• 0. IO .. 10 mA 
VG~• 0. IO - 0 
vos - o. vc;s- -10 v 
VQO • I SV. 
VGS<onl • 0. 
"GSlofft ~ -12 V. 
'Dtonl • 10 mA 
,.-.,,a.... 
•, • IQ& IJl!lliQII 
1-, 1Jllllll«IM 
f-lkl-41 
t • 1 MHl 
FIGURE A-1 Specifications for the lntersil 2N5432 N-Channel JFBT. 
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Model 8118A 
The following~1ficatiom ..»Iv with SO Ohm load 
'"'stance. o.kout 1evet1 douole when driving ,nto nigh 
, mOldance , up to 32 VOPt. 
Accuracy specifications •v from 1 soc to 350c. 
For ttmperatum below 1 SoC and abowt JSOC IN 
"Generat" i nformatiOft. 
WAVEFORMS 
Sine. T riar.t11, Ramo. Square, Putse, HM arsine, 
Havanriangle, DC 
TIMING CHARACTERISTICS 
F1111Lt.., ,, 
Rangt: 1.00 mHz to 50.0 MHz 
R...,.ution: 3 digits 
Accurecy l'\,I• tN •• • • 90 1' dUIY cyele 
t '4 of llfti.. 90 '4 dUIY c:yele 
1 .o ....... t0 ••• IIHI :t 3 '4 :to.3 "'"' .t 31' .to.I,,.._ 
100 llHI to I.N MHI t I '4 t 101' 
10.0 MH1 • 90 MMI t9 '4 
AepeatlbilitV: Fector 4 beUlf tNft 1CCUr1CY 
Jiner: < 0.1 '4 + 100 Pl (50 '4 dutv cycte and ou•• 
modlt 
< 0.2 '4 + 100 DI(• 50 '4 dUtY c:ydet 
StabilitY: t 0.2 1' ( 1 hou,t 
t 0.5 '4 t24 haunt 
DutY Cycle (sine, tri.,.., ..,., 
Ran91: 104\to901' (1 mHz to 911 kHII 
20 1' to 80 1' ( 1 MHI ta I.N MHII 
R11alution: 1 '4 
Accwacy: t 0.5 diCJiG (100 mHz ta Ill kHlt 
t 3.0 digits t 1 MHI tO I •• MM1t 
"8111 Wlddl (put• mad1I 
Range: 10.0 "' to 911 ffll 
Rnotution: 3 diti• 
Aca,racy: t 5 '4 of lffli"I t 2 Ill 
R__.litV: FICIOr 4 belt• thlft ..,,_, 
Jim,: 0.2 , + 200 DI (wcdlh C 1011ta 
0.1 1' (widltl > 10,&II 
Mu. Width: Pwiod -10111 
OUTPUT CHAIIACTIRIITICI 
°"111111 lmJI( 11 50Qtwll t t • 
Refteaion: < 12 ' ( .... -it 100 mV1181 
Generat Information 
Amllli1u•.Orhaa 
Amptituc:te and offset III indllllfldenttv v•ilble within 
the fottawt"I two lewet windows 
Amotitudl ,.,.. 
A,,..., ,..,utlOft 
Amt11. NCWecY • 
lil1D11t ... fi1Y 
OH11t, .... 
Offaa rllDIUtiOfl 
t 800 ,,.y 
10.0 mV119 to II.I mV• 
ldilift 
t 5 '4 [0.41 di) 
,ICIW • twl W rfllft WM¥ 
0 t0 :t 791 mV 
Jdi-· 
(belt Clll 100UVlr ... 
t 0.5'4oftlld"I 
t1'4ol ...... 
t Z mV 
,.., • ••• dWI 1nu,..-
:&oov 
100 mY•tO 11.0 Voo 
ldititl 
t 5 '4 (0.,1 di) 
0 tot 7.11 V 
ldilitl 
u,111 ca11 , ... v, 
t 0.1 .. of Wfti"I 
t 1 .. of.,,."'* 
t ~ mV 
• The a,nptitudl aec::uracy for line and trilftlll ii 
specified It 1 kH1. For other fr1QU1nci• • die foltowl,,. 
ff1t11111 IDICificllia1111. 
.. ,,.it_ ,,.,_ Si• ~ ial ••• I (90 '4 dulw cvcllt 
1.00 fflMI tO - IIMI t J•10.2ldlt j 3 '4 
1 .00 MH1 to I .• MMI ,. t 5'410 ... dlt t ... 
"· + 5'4(0 ...... •51' 
10.0MMltO •. OMNI - 11 • u.,1 dlt -211' 
DC Vot•11 (Ill ww1focm 11t1mon key1 d11=tivllldt 
R1f191:0tot7.91V 
Ret0tution: 3 d911 (bllt ca 1 mVt 
Accuracy: t 0.5 , of llfti"' t 20 mV 
WAVEFORM CHARACTERlfflCI 
Sine ( Norffllt Mode. 50 "dutV ... 
T otaa H•monic Distortion t THO,: < 1 " (--, di), 
( 10 HI to 50 kHz) 
H•montc Signa,s: Mort than 3' di bllow fundlffllftf.11 
(50 kHa to 1 ,. ... , 
More lftlft 23 di bit• fundlffllntat 
(1 MHI to SO MHI. > 20 mVDP 
-8 VPDt 
THO may incr1•• by 3 di balow 100C 
Trian-1, fl-
Non·linwitY: < t 3, ( 10 -4 to 90 • of amplitude, 
100 mH1 to 1 MH1t 
s.. ... ,_. ... 
Rise1 F1U time: < 8 ns ( 10 "to 90" of 1motitudlt 
P\,I• PfflurblttOM: < t 5 '4 of amplitude t 2 mV 
FIGURE A-2 Specifications for the HP. 8116A Pulse/Function Generator. 
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Modlt 1980A/8 
OPERATING MODES 
,' 
·, 
Voltage vs ume1Vv1 T,. ch1nnet 1 vs 2 t 1 vs 2t mon,tor 
mode tor 1og,c state d1so1av w,tt, HP Model 1807A 
X·Y Z1. 
VERTICAL DISPLAY MODES (V w Tl 
Channel 1; channel 2; cn1nn• 1 1ftd 2 dilOlaved on 
a1tern111 swe1oe 1Al Tl; cnannett 1 and 2 dttOll\ld b¥ 
sw,tct11"9 betw11n ct,ann• • aooro• ~ kHz rate 
With blank,,. durint SWttCfllnt rCHo,,: IUtOfflatlC 
setect,on of 1tt•n•• for sw11oso11dl >1 mt/dtv 1nd 
choo for SWIID ••• di S 1 ms/ di¥ ,AUTO-CHO, I Al Tl: 
channel 1 o•u• 2 111•1te additlOft 11 +21. channel 1 
and/ ar 2 may be ,nventld: and e,tf'ler m .. n or det..., 1d 
tr,91• sionat. 
VERTICAL AMPLIFIERS (21 
IANOWIDTH: 3 di down from 1 5 div r9ference 111"11 
•O to •40° Cl. 
DC-Cou•: de to 100 MHz ,n 500 1nc1 1 Mn ,nout 
rnodla. 
AC·Cou-: <10 Hz to ;?100 MHI. 
IANOWIDTH UMIT: litnltl ••• blndttldlh to..,. 
20 MHz. 
INIIUT COUPUNG: AC-. DC. 500 1DO. GrouM. Ground 
c,o11tl0ft d11COnnecta ,nout conneaor and groundl 
1mot1fi• •nout. 
INPUT IIC 
At: • DC: 1 Mn :2-,. lhunted b¥ ...,. 11 pf>. 
IO Otlm tDC): 500 :!:ft. 
MAXIMUM INIIUT VOLTACII 
IO OfNR: 5V rmt. 
1 M111hut IC ardCCDUDflt 29CNlci: +Pl-*•••S1 kHz. 
OIR.ICTION ,ACTOR , 
111.,..: 2 mV1div t0 10 V/drv. 
"•••doll: 3 di91ta. 
Acfiu•m1111: co.,.. st•pm1 11 '" • 100. 150. 200. 300 
900 NQUenc& , ........ ,, • di ... of 1 1ft tt• 
, •• 191,ficant ditlL 
AcClll IQ! :3'. 
VlllffCAL IIOlfflON 
.-an,1: beN .. ne can be .., ... :15 m...- div from 
cent• •• ICU .. hne IIIGIIIIIII 10 diV off screen». 
IIIN1lult111: 0.02 ffl ... _,.lllft. 
... lftllll: coarte o, fine ••• r•• 
... ..,..,: :,a o1 r,,.,. +0.3 "'• ••· 
.lV tCHANNIL 101121 
.-.,.. : 15 tamea me dltl ICttOft fK1ar 11f 1ctld fo, that 
Chan ... 
lll1111ua111: 0.02 time1 the dlfl1ctiM faao, for tl'IM 
chin,.. 
Adlu&u int: CNl'le or fine 1lew r•a 
Accul1Q: :,,.1for a~ s 10,,,.,. .,.. ... ._ 
CHANNIL 1 + 2 
General Information 
Differ•atial tCIIIINIII 1-2 cw Ctllftflel 2:1): CMA 11 It 
least 20 di from de to 20 MHz Witt, common modi 
s1gn111moh1ude 1Qu1v11en1 to 10 dev and one cn1nn., 
ad1u1ted fo, Q011mum re1ec:11on. 
TIIIIGGIII VIIW 
Di9pla,: ,nt•nat o, e1rternal trigger s,gnat for e,ther 
m1tn or detl\,1N IWIID, 
Den, a1ioft ...... ,nt.,,,.., ..,. dlfl I CIIOII for seteaed 
chann•: at + 10. 600 mV/dn, :2°' ••• ~ 1. 
80 mV /div :~. 
Ea..,.11 Tr1111r Si• II DIiey. s• "' wwm 1dent1c111v 
umed l'lftlla 10 • ventcal cl'lannet and e,,,., ma,n o, 
deta¥ed ,, .... ,npu •. 
Trigg• lloinl: ..,. cam• nor,zontat g,Mecule hne. 
Mofflenwy: tr111• S'lflel ,, disotav Id wt,,le m11n ar 
det.,,d tr111• level " ldtutted. 
HORIZONTAL DIIPI.AY MODII (V va Tl 
Ma,n. Mein lntefttlfiecl 0etav1d. 1nd Dual. Du• 
· s,mutl.,...,11¥ di ... .,. malft ,ntwdied and detavN 
sw11a for Ill di1otl\,11t cl'lann111 
MAIN AND OIL.AVID TIMI IAIII 
IIIANGI: 5 ns/di'v te 1 I/claw. 
RIIOWTION: 3 ditill. 
ADJU8lb8ff: CWII .... ilina 100. 190.2C0.300. 
. . 900 IICIUIAC« fine ........ a Change of 1 '" U,e 
,_ lll"lficant digll. 
ACCUIIACY: 
••••• • •• 
..,. 
5 nt.1 div to I. N flll' div !:ft 
IClftl•ldM 
10 nt/ div • 1.11 ma/ div !:ft 
1firt1 10 diwt 
10 ffllldiw to I 1/dRr . !:4,. 
• 
,ft,. 10 ann 
• Witftlft :!: 10- C ol the t-.01rMure M whtdl tt,e ,nstru• 
ment ._. c:atibr.._ For temD•..,,_ bl;ond the 
!: 10- C rante and Within O to ... 55• C. Nd 1 '- from 
0.51/dlV tO 1 I/di¥ add 21' . 
SWIIP DELAY 
Oet1¥ can M meaured ti¥ ••ttw tame or I numblr 
~ 
of events. 
TIMI DILAY 
AANGI: 0 to 9. 9NI s. 
A11MUtioll: dt .... 1',1111. 5 d1911L HP-18. 100 Pl It •nv 
delay, ....... 11 d191t1. 
FIGURE A-3 Specifications for the HP 1980B Oscilloscope Measurement 
System. 
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General 1nforma11on 
Accuracy:• 
Dela, 01 reme Int• val 
Sw11, <200 ... ~200..-
, .... 
5 n11dn, to :·2 n1•011\ of :1005,ot 
9 91 "lldlv , .• .,,,. read1ntt 
?tO n11dtv iit·2 nt • 0 ,, of :·OOllll of 
, •• ,. • , , d dt¥'d , ... ,,.. ,, of dtv'd 
Si di¥ l( 1 Q dlVI S/ div l( 1 0 dtvt 
• w,,,,,n one nour of a Delay Sett C.hbretton and ,n 
con,cant amblem temo•eture. 
Dela, Jin•: O 002, of delay nme: 11 1 O MHz% 1 O kH1. 
O 01, of detay tHne. Miu•• 1 11: Num••c:al. step ••• ,, retated to currlflt 
del8¥ value; Normal. ... SIN .• ,..... to SWIID 
speed. 
TIMI INTIIWAL C..\TI 
In Intensified. Duat. or 0 .. 8\lld HorllOfttel Di..,., 
Mod11 • 1•0 time r.,.,enoe can be NI .,..,_.,.e ,n 
tM deta'Y ,.,._ and• time ,nt~• me•urement can 
be m~ that ooent. 
Ae1oluti1n. Adjualffla Rt. Accuracy: same • Time 
0.11¥. 
F"IQUINCY C1 I..\ Tl 
C.lcutat• and dllO&avs recaprocat of tHM ,nterv• 
menurement. 
A•okltioll: um• • ..\ T. As t, .. uency ,ncr•w •nstt· 
n,t,cant dNJ1ts are truncated. 
Adju.,.21111. Accunc,: serneu Time Delay. 
DIGIT AL DILAY 
" A11111: 0 10 10l -1 evens. 
llleMlu1i1R: 1 event. 
Adjua12a11t: co•se 11 ... ni 11 '"• 1. 2. 3. . . 9. 10. 20. 
30. . . 90. •c. , .. u,ncc fine • ....,.•••~ of 
1 '" le• t9'lficlnl .... 
Muifflunl llelt Raia: 15 MHI ,udl • 5°" dutY cvcte. 
TRIGGERING (MliR ... D111,1ia 1'1ffle l1111t 
MAINSWIIP 
Trit1•1•: soecafied 1..e and , .... •• reQU1red to 
gen.,.,e • twe ••· 
Auto-Tr1111r I it: bM•iN di1D1a:• '" ata11nc:e of • 
rr,.- lltl'at tn.-tnt t11ame • trtt1•• atla .. • 
_.,.10 Ha. 
Sillll• sw••• occurs once wtttl 11me 1,,..,,,,. • T,,_. .. modi; r ... QIJ ,..,ms IWI a, 
DILAYID IWIIP 
Auto Swa 1, Afllr D1lav: delav I It IWIIP 1t1t11 at end 
of delaw tame. 
T, .......... After .,.,.,: delftld IWIIP can 
be ,,,..,. aft• dela, time. 
D1gi1al D1l1W: detayad sw11p 1ta111 a• 1c1fied number 
of ....,.,, att• st .. of m81ft IWl 11, 
Model 1980AI 8 
SOUIICES 
Selectable from Chann .. 1. Chann• 2. Enhancement 
Module. or EJct•nat. Line frecauwv tr1gger,n9 •• 
also avaatabte to, ma,n sw11p onty. M11n and 
delayed trr11• sourc• are ,ndlpandlffll¥ set1ctabte. 
INTIIINAL TRIGGER LIVIL 
Ranae: :20 maeo, div1110n1 from cent• hortzontll 
graticule hne. 
Aeaeludoft: 0.02 ma,o, davttaont; coarse or fine slew 
rat•. 
Accuracy: ::13, of rNdtnt + o., ma,o, dtvt. 
EXTIIINAL TIIIGGIR LEVIL 
111 .,. • .,- 1. : 1 2 v from ground ref•ence: ,n + 10. : 12 
v from ground reference. 
AeNlu'lioll: + 1 . 2 mV: ,n + 10. 20 mV; cow or tine 
slew rat•. 
Acouracy: ::13, of readi"t + .a mVI; in +10 moda. %13, 
of reading +400 mVt. 
UNI TIIIGGIII LIYIL 
Ila•: :20 relatM unltl. 
A ilaludDft: •- of O 02; fifte or coarM slN r11•. 
SLOPI: trNJII I on poenn,e or neglll\19 slaoe wttt,,n 
. soec1fied '"•• .. .,. ,.,... · 
SINSfflVITY 
lnt•i!II: for d1ft1c:tl0ft factort <10 mV/ditv. It I-1 ' 
div af venal dlfllCIIOft from de to 25 MHz ,ncrwant 
to 3 div M 100 MHz: fo, deftecllOft faaort ~10 mV I div 
at te• 0. 7 di¥ of venal dlftc,aon from de to 25 MHz 
,ncr .... nt to 1 . 5 di¥ • 100 MHz. 
&tefflal: ,n eat•nll +10. at•••• 500 mV p-pfromdcto 
25 MHz ,ncre•nt to 1. 2 V o·o• 100 MHz: ,n external 
.,.. , . at lellt 50 mV r,-o from de to 21 MHz 1ncr1••"1 to 
1 20 mV P·P • 100 MHI. 
COUPLING (l....,..al and la•n al) 
AC: anenuat• ,.., ... < 10 H&. 
DC: direct couo&ad. 
H' flli: anenu•• s91ats abawe ...,oa 31 l&Ha. 
LF tllj: anenu•• •ttn ... tlllOlllt IDD'• 35 kHI. 
EXTIRNAL TIIIGGIII IN"'1'1 (Main _. o,., • • 
I nout IIC: AC. or OC. 1 MO %21' lhunted b¥ _.,.~-I,#; 
50fl I 0(). 50fl !:,.. . 
Muinu,111111•111Voll111:5001DC1. 5 V rm9; 1 Mn ac 
ot de COUOlld. 250 V I de + pea Kl It S 1 kHI. 
1 va 2 OPIIIATION 
IANDWIDTN 
Y-A•ia cctt1ru,II 1J: IIIN M CNIINI 1 '" V VI T. 
X-A1is CCll•N11t Z): CIC to' MHz. 
Pfil- Dih•s• IIIWIIR Cll.-n1t1: S3° de to 100 
kHI. 
Oefleclioll Fecton: ume • Venal A,noeafiera. 
X Y·Z OPIIIAnON 
tnoull •• comta••llle wlltl "' Ma 1911 1807A LOIIC 
s, ••• Anatyl9f 0, IIQUIVllefll. 
X AND Y INPUTI ' 
Oefleclioft Fae-.: 0. 5 V / dfv !:2°" for J(.; O.• V / div 
:2<1' fo, V. 
" 
FIGURE A-4 Specifications for the HP 1980B Oscilloscope Measurement 
System ( continued). 
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I. 
Input Impedance: appro• 5 ldl 
Mea,mum Input Volt .. •: : 10 V 
Z-INPUT 
Senlitivity: pulse !!50 ns wide and 4 V amphtude t,t1n1t1 
anv ,r,tens,tv d1splav 
Input Impedance: low oower Scnonkv TTL -gate. 
Bandwidth: aooro• 10 MHz. 
Maaimum Input Vottege: TTL level. 5 V 
CATHODE-RAV TUii AND CONTROLS 
TYPI: post acceter1tor. aoo,o• 22 kV accele,11,ng 
ootent,al. alum,n,zed P31 pnosohOt. 
G"ATICULI: 10 x 10 div ,n,ernal graticule; 0 2 sub-
d1v,s,on mertun91 on ma,or nor,zontat and ven,cat 
axes; 1 O x 1 2 cm d11otav arH. ' 
TRACI INTINIITV: ad1u1tlbte ,n retet1ve steo1 of 1 
from O to 99. 
CHARACTIII INTINIITV: ad1u1ta1»te ,n retat,ve st• 
of 1 from O to 99. 
FIND 11AM: returns trace to CRT screen regaidles1 of 
sen1n9 of ve,ucal. no,11ont11. or ,ntenl•IY controt1. 
GRATICULI ILLUMINATION: internal flood gun. 
ALIGN: 111gn1 i:,a, .. ,n• w,,., nor,zontal grac,cu&e hne. 
ASTIG: controll roundn- of belffl. 
OPERATING CHARACIIRIITICI 
AUTOICOPI: teekl. scat•. and d•IOIIYI ,nput s,gn ... 
>20 rnV and >50 Hz. Autoecaoe .,, ..... V YI T 
ooer•t•nt mode. m11n IWIIJ, -·"' Controt Knob10 
ma,n sec/ dav. ac ,nout coup1tn1, charact• generator 
on. , nte,nat tr•ot• source. polltl'l9 slope. and tr,gge, 
,ev .. to 0. 5 div. 
S1L1CT1VI AUTOICOPI: SNl&t. seal•. and dllOl8Y9 
selected ct,annelt 1n the same mann• • aut11COge 
exceot 1H _setuo funcr1on1 NIOw the van.,. function 
keys on tt,e "VOLTAGE .. and "T1Ml0 ' oane11 are 
pr .. en,ed. 
P"OII IIIICOGNfflON: deftectiOft flClor. ~V. ot 
exte,nat ,,..., ,., .. re1daut 11 au1omM1catlv 1C11usted 
fo, d1v111on ratio of recommw.dld 1 :1 o, 10:1 proa1s. 
SAVI/ RECALL 111101111111: .._ 11 uo to ••gt,t 
como••• front o•n• •• 1n nom,ot1111e memorv. 
PREIIT: sa11 front panel to V ve T. 1nteN1fiecl swa1t 
moda. 100 w.1/dn, me,n 1w111. 10 .,.a/div delayed 
swND. channel 1 matn 1r'911r. chenMI 1 detav9d 
tr,gg•. 2 V / dtv on dlannela 1 and 2. and ac ,nout 
couohng. 
CIIIT DIIP\A Y IIIIADOUTI: dilOlffl tellctN trtCJt• 
source and selected var, .... funcr1on1. 
Tri9ge, Sourca: t1mebN& m•n01deteyedfotct,1nnet1 
1 and 2. ••t•nal. and line. 
van-. Fur.c1i1ne: c:nenn ... 1 and 2 vott1/div and ~V: 
m11n and detav1d IWIIO 111111& tune deta.. normae. 
num••cal. and dat•t•; normal and numer1cat ~ T. and 
calcul11ed frequency , reclOf'OCII of ~ Ti 1 ; ~ T 
LED DIIPI.A Y IIIADOUTI: 111 funcrion1 related to u,e 
Control Knob are d1101aved. 
General lnform1t1on 
HO .. IZONTAL POSITION 
Ren .. : =6 ma1or div from center ven1ca1 grat,cu!e line. 
Ae1olution: 0 02 ma,or d1v,s1on1. 
Adiuttmant: coarse or fine slew, ..... · 
DUAL SEPARATION 
Range: detaved sw110 waveform can be adtusted :S 
m_a,or vertical dav from m11n sweep wavefo,m 
RNOlutioll: 0.02 ma1or dtv1110nt. 
Adjullffllftt: co•H or fine slew r••· 
PANEL INTINSITV: adfu1tlDle 1n r11•ive1teo1of 1 from 
/ 0 to 99. 
GENIIIIAL 
IUI COM,ATIIIUTV: 11 defin9CI an IEEE Std 481· 
197111: SH1. AH1. TS. TEO. Ll. LEO. SR1. Al.1. PPO. 
OCO. DT1. CO. and &2. 
SELF CAUIIIAnON IIOUTINII: 1WO sett cahbrltlOn 
rout,n• can be oerfo,med at any t1meWttt'lout alt••nt 
front oan .. NIUO, 
,...,.. Seit Cal: DC balanCN vertical or••mohfie, 
,nputs to m,n,m,ze trace lhtft dur•nt deftec:t10n factor 
r ante chan191. 
Daley lelf Cel: clllbrat• dlla, tame OIClllator to w11t,1n 
O oos, of ttle 1nttlfflal crv•• reference accuracy. 
FRONT ,ANII. CAL 1IIOAII: Channel 1 'and 2 
PolltlOfl. dual ••••••· matn and dllay1d trigger 
1evee. and delay nm• are cahbrMed 10 soec1t1ed 
accuracy '*"I 1nternatly generated calibrMIOft seg-
nals. Ch111MI 1 atld 2 dlfl1ctl0ft factors. and rna,n 
· and delei,:1d sw1 IJ 11111 • are caalbr ... to soec:•· 
f,ed accurac•• w.tft nternally •uoot•• cahbra· 
t ,on lltfl..._ DaflectlOfl factors afld 1tr. ••• 11111dl 
are atlO su•• wem ,nternat cal1br1taon sagnll1 
11 a c,erlormance vertficatlOft wettl approa =6" 
accuracy. 
SIGNAL OUTIIUTI 
C.lillr..., ~ rw DIii .. INC and front oanet 
post: source 1ml)ed111ce. IIID'• 1500; oroae ca1tbr1• 
uon. 1 Vo·o :!1, . ..,. 1 88 kHz squ•• wave. rise 
rime S5 .,..; DfOl'Mlffl-.cal 1,p .... 20 mV o-o :2'1i. 
100 rnV O·O :1,. 200 rnV 0-P: 1 ,. 1 V P·P :1,. Ind 
1 0 V D·P : 1 "· 
11 Volt .. .,. .. ,,: source ,mp1danc:e. aop,oa 1 kO; 
lft ... 15 V ~30 mV .• 
Main Gate: source 1m"'91nce. ECL ga11 outc,ut s•en•. 
n ,gn ECL IQIIC level foHOWtftl m•n 9Me. 
D•lef•• Ga•: source ,mp1danoe. ECL gate outout 
s,gnal. t'lttf' ECL logec 1evee toHOWl"I delayed gate. 
POWER: 100. 120. 220. 240VIC. •5to-1Cl'. 41to.WO 
Mz. 300 VA rn• wtttl eapanllOft module and plug-,n 
ROMS. standard. 200 VA mu. 
OPIRAnNG INVIIIONMINT 
rem.......- o to •55° C. 
HumiidilV: to 95" r .. •"'• • +.a- C. 
Attitude: to 4800 m 1 1 5 000 ft1. 
Vibration: vibrated ,n u,r• otan• for 15 rn,n each with 
0 38 mm •O 015 ,n , eacurllOft. 10 to 51 Hz. 
~ . 
FIGURE A-5 Spe~cations for the HP 1980B Oscilloscope Measurement 
System ( continued). 
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